
COSC 3P98 Assignment 1  B. Ross, Winter 2023 

  

Do 2 (two) of the following. 
 

Q1. Kaleidoscope Painter 
 

Implement this in C/OpenGL/GLUT: 

 

https://permadi.com/java/spaint/spaint.html 

 

Use the description of 8-point symmetry discussed in the class. Include the following features, 

with suitable command keys or menus (dump out the commands on the text window via C 

output): 

• Reset: erase current image 

• Random: this continually selects a random RGB for the current colour. 

• Freeze: this uses the current selected colour. It remains the same until Random or 

Random Freeze selected again. 

• Random Freeze: Select a random colour, but then freeze it. 

• Size: This changes the size of the paint brush. 

• Cool feature: Invent a cool feature. Be creative! 

• File save: Dump the current image to a PNG file. (hint: glReadPixels) 

• Quit: Exit the program. 
 

Bonus:  Can you think of a way of automating the movement of the paintbrush cursor? You 

should be able to turn it on and off.  

 

Q2. Animated screensaver 

 

This involves implementing an OpenGL screensaver. I am leaving it entirely up to you 

regarding what you implement.  You can be as creative and outrageous as you want.  Some 

very general requirements for your screensaver are the following: 
 

Objective:  Introduction to 2D OpenGL/Glut programming. 

Due date: 12:00 noon, Friday February 17.   No lates accepted. 

Hand in:  Electronically submit all your directory structure and code (source, compiled, data...) on 

Sakai. Include a filled-in department's assignment hand-in sheet. 

Marking: You will be marked on program correctness, programming style, and inline 

documentation. Make use of modular programming. Comment all your code (algorithms, variables, 

data structures...). Include a “Readme.txt” file to tell the marker how to run your applications. 

 

Note that you must work solo on this assignment. No groups! 

 

Reminder: Please be aware of the 3P98 course outline's discussion on plagiarism and open-source 

software. 
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• There should be animation which will carry on in perpetuity, until the user exits the 

application. 

• You should use RGB mode and glutFullScreen (to cover the entire monitor). 

• Your screensaver should have multiple user-selectable variations. They may involve 

colour selection, style of FX, or whatever you choose. 

• Time warp toggle: When selected, the animation slows down. (hint: busy loops?)  

• Reset your screen to the initial presentation (clears the screen and starts all over with 

the default options)  

• Quit or Esc or menu item quits the application. 

I would prefer for you to think of some cool, creative idea for this question. But if you are 

really out of ideas, here are some... 

• Look at some screensavers in Windows, OSX, or Linux. Perhaps you can duplicate one, 

and extend it with options?   

• Related to the above, some common screensaver animations are: Starfield (moving 

through space with stars passing by), Fireworks, Conway’s Game of Life (Google it!), 

Chase and Pursuit, 2D Cellular Automata, and many others. 

• You might also look at graphic visualizations in MP3/media players for ideas. 

Bonus: The above assumes you are using OpenGL’s 2D graphics. For bonus marks, make a 

screensaver using basic 3D graphics. This will require some extra reading, to figure out how to 

set your Z-buffer, perform visible surface determination, and other things. The course notes 

and textbook have this information.  (Don’t go as far as using 3D lighting/shading or textures.) 

 

Q3.  Dicefy Photographs 
 

Implement an application that reads in a photograph, and then converts it to (virtual) dice! This 

was described in class (see 3P98 "Interesting links" page, under "Art" --> Dice Ideas). 

 

https://www.diceideas.com/ 

http://www.diceify.art/app.html 

 

The basic idea is as follows:  

 

1. Read a greyscale image with FreeImage (see 3P98 tutorial example). Display it in a 

GLUT window. Save the image in a safe buffer that is never altered. If the image is 

colour, then compute the greyscale for each pixel and save that in your buffer. 

2. Decide upon a resolution for the dicified image. For example, if you choose "10", this 

means that every 10 by 10 block of pixels will be replaced with a die. You will then 

take each 10x10 block on the image, find its mean intensity, and then map that intensity 

to one of 6 white die faces: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.  Note that 1 is the brightest face, while 6 is 

the darkest (more pip area on the face). 

https://www.diceideas.com/
http://www.diceify.art/app.html
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3. You should then have a polygonal image defined for each die face. It can be a white 

square with black polygons for the pips. Or black square with white pips. 

4. Replace each image block with the appropriate face of a die. You should find the 

average pixel luminosity of that block. You should match it to the closest die face that 

matches that level of luminosity. 

5. Display the dicified image. 

 

Your program should have the following user-selectable options (via command keys or 

menus): 

 

• Multiple resolutions (block sizes) which the user can select from. 

• Sensitivity: Can you think of a way of increasing the contrast of the source image? 

(hint: normalize the image?) 

• Inversion: Invert the source image before dicifying. This involves subtracting each 

pixel value by 1.0 (or max value possible). 

• Cool effect: Invent a cool effect. A filter on the input image? Or...? 

• File save: Dump the current image to a PNG file. (hint: glReadPixels) 
 

Bonus: More dice! Each of these is worth half the bonus mark.  (i) Use both black and white 

dice. This means you have 12 scales of brightness. (ii) Read a full-colour RGB image. Can you 

add coloured dice too? Say, red, green, blue, yellow....? Then can you colourize the colour 

image, by replacing each block with the closest colour to the average colour of that block. Let's 

say the block maps to "red". Then you would select the red dice face according to the average 

greyscale luminosity of that red block.  
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General Comments 

  Tutorial for getting OpenGL/GLUT working in our labs: 

www.cosc.brocku.ca/Offerings/3P98/course/OpenGL/3P98Examples/glut_tutorial/glutsetup.html 

  Besides the example discussed in Q1, look here for helpful example programs:  

http://www.cosc.brocku.ca/Offerings/3P98/course/OpenGL/3P98Examples/OpenGLExamples/ 

In particular: 

• newsample: mouse I/O, random numbers 

• rotate, rotate2: interactive GLUT control 

• pointpatch2: how to terminate your graphics program using the window’s control 

menu.  

  Programs using key commands must initially write to the DOS or Linux shell a list of 

keyboard commands and their uses in the program. The marker should not have to look at your 

source code to figure out how to run a program. Marks deducted otherwise!  (Note that menus 

are considered “self-documenting”, and so no command dump is necessary). 

  Good article on using GLUT, including its menus: 

http://www.cosc.brocku.ca/Offerings/3P98/course/OpenGL/misc/glut_column1.pdf 

 

 

Have fun! 

/Users/bross/Documents/Office/Courses/3p98%20graphics/3P98%20assignments/www.cosc.brocku.ca/Offerings/3P98/course/OpenGL/3P98Examples/glut_tutorial/glutsetup.html
http://www.cosc.brocku.ca/Offerings/3P98/course/OpenGL/3P98Examples/OpenGLExamples/
http://www.cosc.brocku.ca/Offerings/3P98/course/OpenGL/misc/glut_column1.pdf
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